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Abstract

Background and purpose: Empirical studies to clarify the outcomes in Vascular Cognitive Impairment (VCI) are needed. We compared
cognitive, functional, and behavioural outcomes in patients with VCI to patients with no cognitive impairment (NCI), and Alzheimer's
disease (AD).
Methods: Secondary analysis of the Consortium to Investigate Vascular Impairment of Cognition (CIVIC), a multi-centre Canadian memory
clinic 30-month cohort study.
Results: Of 1347 patients, 938 were eligible for follow-up, of whom 239 (24.5%) were lost and 29 (3%) had died. Of the remaining 697 patients,
125 had NCI, 229 had VCI, and 343 had AD at baseline. Compared to people with NCI, of whom 20–40% showed progression based on
cognitive and functional measures, those with VCI were more likely to progress (50–65%), as were people with AD (50–80%) ( pb0.01). More
people with VCI showed progression of affective symptoms (30%) than those with NCI (12%) or AD (15% pb0.01). Progression of impaired
judgment (rated clinically) in VCI (15%) was similar to AD (11%) but more common than in NCI (4%, pb0.01).
Conclusions: Most people with VCI show readily detectable progression by 30 months. Depressive symptoms were more common and more
progressive in VCI than inAlzheimer's disease, whereas clinical evidence of progressive executive dysfunctionwas common in bothAD andVCI.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The concept of dementia in relation to cerebrovascular
injury continues to be rethought, reflecting advances in the
understanding of patterns and causes of cognitive impairment,
and greater recognition of the importance of early detection
[1–3]. The construct of vascular cognitive impairment (VCI)
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encompasses a continuum of cerebrovascular lesions and
degrees of impairment.[4] VCI is defined as cognitive im-
pairment that arises in association with cerebrovascular
disease, and is judged to be related to cerebrovascular disease
and its ischemic manifestations. Subtypes of VCI have been
proposed to include vascular dementia (VaD), mixed vascular
and neurodegenerative dementia (AD/VaD), and vascular
cognitive impairment not meeting the full criteria for dementia
(VCI-ND) [5].

The Consortium to Investigate Vascular Impairment of
Cognition (CIVIC) study, a multi-center cohort study of
patients with dementia,[6] aims to contribute data that can
aid the evolution from consensus-based criteria for VaD to
evidence-based criteria for VCI. For example, the CIVIC
study has evaluated the predictive validity of clinical and
radiographic characterization of VCI subtypes, and has
highlighted the tenuous association between radiographic
features and clinical profiles.[7] As new therapies become
available, there is a particular need for appropriate data on
disease outcomes.[8–14]] Empirical studies are also needed
to better define phenotypes, a crucial challenge for genetic
studies. [15] The importance of executive dysfunction in the
clinical presentation of cerebrovascular disease is stimulat-
ing new lines of inquiry. [16,17]

Although there is more information on outcomes in
VaD, few studies have been conducted on VCI outcomes.
[18–21] Typically, studies that compare disease progres-
sion between VaD and other dementias subtypes have had
short follow-up periods, few outcome measures, and do
not reflect the new VCI construct.[22] Data on VCI-ND
suggest that even mild disease is associated with adverse
outcomes, perhaps as a consequence of early motor
impairment, or early impacts on executive function [18].
CIVIC data show that death and institutionalization are
increased in all VCI subtypes, compared to people with no
cognitive impairment (NCI) [7]. Here, we evaluate other
clinically important outcomes in relation to disease pro-
gression, including cognitive, behavioural, and functional
changes. We report both mean levels of change by several
standard instruments, and the proportion of people who
show clinically detectable change.

2. Methods

2.1. Patients and measures

The CIVIC study enrolled 1347 patients from 9 Canadian
memory clinics.[6,7] The study was based on usual care, and
therefore dementia subtypes were diagnosed by clinicians
using standard criteria described elsewhere.[23,24] To
examine how expert clinicians actually diagnosed VCI in
daily practice, a clinical report form incorporated all items
from the Hachinski Ischemia Score,[25] and the criteria of
the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke /
Association Internationale pour la Recherche et l'Enseigne-
ment en Neurosciences (NINDS-AIREN),[26] the Alzhei-
mer's Disease Treatment Centers of California,[27] and the
International Classification of Disease, 10th edition [28].

The CIVIC study also included the Disability Assessment
for Dementia (DAD), [29] which assesses function in several
domains of personal and Instrumental Activities of Daily
Living. Notably, the DAD distinguishes between effective
performance, and performance that is compromised by
impaired initiative. Cognition was summarized by the
Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) [30] and staging
by the Functional Assessment Staging Tool (FAST) [31] and
the Global Deterioration Scale (GDS) [32]. The Functional
Rating Scale (FRS) [33] extends the Clinical Dementia
Rating [34] and includes additional behavioural observations.
Behaviour was also assessed using the Geriatric Depression
Scale [35] and co-morbidity using the Cumulative Illness
Rating Scale (CIRS). [36] In all scores except the MMSE and
DAD, a higher score means worse performance. The CIVIC
protocol paralleled those of the Canadian Study of Health and
Aging (CSHA) [37] and A Collaborative Cohort of Related
Dementias (ACCORD) [38] to include clinical ratings of
delusions and hallucinations. It also recorded impaired judg-
ment, apathy, impairment in social functioning and loss of
initiative with respect to function and hobbies, but otherwise
had no routine tests of executive dysfunction. The checklist
and initial clinical classification have proved to be reliable
[39].

The CIVIC study was based on usual care; neuropsycho-
logical testing and neuroimaging were obtained at the dis-
cretion of the examining physician. The CIVIC protocol
required annual follow-up over 30 months, either in clinic
(where the original assessments were repeated) or by a tele-
phone interview (which included the informant-based DAD,
the FAST, and the Informant Questionnaire on Cognitive
Decline in the Elderly [40]). The CSHA decedent interview
[41] was administered to a caregiver by telephone to assess
pre-morbid progression of cognitive and functional impair-
ment in patients who had died. We excluded from analysis
two heterogeneous groups — people with ‘Cognitive Im-
pairment, No Dementia'[42] other than VCI-ND, and those
with other dementias. We thus compare patients across the
VCI spectrum with the spectrum presented by NCI on the
one hand, and AD on the other.

2.2. Analysis

Baseline demographics and assessment scores were
compared between VCI, AD and NCI, and also within the
VCI subtypes. For all analyses we used χ2 for categorical
data and ANOVA for continuous data. Baseline co-morbidity
was measured using the CIRS. Change in function was
operationalized as significant change on the DAD, or FRS-
SB. Baseline cognitive stage was taken as the baseline GDS/
FAST, and change in cognition was operationalized as sig-
nificant a change in the GDS/FAST or MMSE. Change
scores were calculated by subtracting follow-up scores from
baseline values. Deterioration was indicated by a negative
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change score for the DAD, and MMSE, or a positive change
score for the FRS, GDS/FAST, and CIRS. Clinically
significant progression was defined according to clinically
detectable effect sizes (calculated as the change in the item
divided by the pooled baseline standard deviation) of more
than 0.20 or where possible published accepted standards.
[43] Two-point changes on the FRS-SB or Geriatric
Depression Scale, or a 5-point change on the DAD represent
clinically detectable effect sizes (i.e. Cohen's dN0.20). [43]
Individual items from the baseline and follow-up assess-
ments that included information about the presence of
violent behaviour, hallucinations, or delusions were also
compared between the 3 groups (i.e., NCI, VCI, and AD).

3. Results

3.1. Characteristics of the cohort

Exclusion of those with non-vascular CIND (n=253) and
dementias other than AD or VaD (n=156) left 938 people
eligible at baseline. Of these, 239 (24.5%) were lost to
follow-up and 29 (3%) died. The remaining 697 underwent
follow-up assessment by a physician or nurse (Fig. 1) of
whom 229 had a baseline diagnosis of VCI, 343 had a
baseline diagnosis of AD, and 125 had NCI, Demograph-
ically, people with VCI were more similar to patients with
AD than to those with NCI. For example, people with VCI
and those with AD each had a mean age of 75+/− (SD) 8,
and 11+/−4 years of education, compared with a mean age
Fig. 1. Flowchart of sample selection.
of 63+/−12 and 12+/−3 respectively for people with NCI.
Those with VCI were more often male (55%) compared to
those with AD (35%) or NCI (40%). In general, people with
VCI showed less cognitive impairment at baseline than
people with AD (e.g. MMSE 23+/−6 cf. 20+/−6, re-
spectively) likely reflecting the inclusion of VCI-ND within
the VCI category. The level of functional impairment was
similar (mean DAD 72+/−21 in VCI vs. 70+/−23 in AD
and FRS-SB 20+/−7 in VCI vs. 22+/−6 in AD). People
with VCI generally had higher levels of co-morbidity (CIRS
6.9+/−4.0) than did those with AD (4.3+/−3.1). In each of
these cognitive and functional measures, people with NCI
had scores in the normal range. The CIRS score amongst
people with NCI was 3.8+/−9.2.

Compared to people who were alive and contacted,
those who were alive but lost to follow-up were about the
same age (73+/−10 vs. 74+/−10 respectively) and showed
similar degrees of cognitive impairment (MMSE 22+/−6 vs.
21+/−7) but greater functional disability (DAD 73+/−22 vs.
61+/−26). Similar differences were observed amongst those
who had died with available post-baseline data. People who
died with post-baseline data (n=29) were younger (mean
age 77+/−8) than those who died with no post-baseline
data other than vital status (82+/−7). People who died with
post-baseline data were similarly cognitively impaired
(MMSE 19+/−6 vs. 17+/−7) but had greater functional
disability (DAD 63+/−26 vs. 45+/−24). Those who were lost
to follow-up had similar baseline diagnoses compared with
those who were followed-up, although slightly more people
with VCI who were not contacted had died (54%) compared
with those with VCI who were contacted, in whom the cor-
responding proportion was 45%.

Only 25 people were taking a cholinesterase inhibitor at
any dose at baseline. In general, using unadjusted data, there
were no significant difference in outcome measures between
people taking and not taking these medications, and thus all
results with respect to progression were combined across
medication categories.

3.2. Mean degree of progression

People with VCI showed clinically detectable changes in
most measures over the 30-month follow-up period (range
4–36 months) (Table 1). Most estimates of detectability were
in the moderate range (Cohen's d from 0.42 to 0.49). Within
the VCI subtypes, people with VCI-ND generally showed
less deterioration than those with VaD or mixed dementia.

Across diagnoses, each of the MMSE, DAD, and FRS
showed most progression in the very mild to moderate stages
(Table 2). The least amount of change was captured in the
most severe stage.

3.3. Proportion who progress

In addition to knowing mean change, it is important to
estimate the proportion of people with a given baseline



Fig. 2. Follow-up scores on measures of cognition (Mini-Mental State
Examination—MMSE), and function (DisabilityAssessment forDementia—
DAD), Functional Rating Scale (FRS) and Functional Assessment Staging
Tool (FAST), by baseline diagnoses: NCI (No Cognitive Impairment), VCI
(Vascular Cognitive Impairment) AD (Alzheimer's disease), VCI-ND
(Vascular Cognitive Impairment-No Dementia), VaD (Vascular Dementia,
and mixed AD/VaD.

Table 1
Mean change score according to Vascular Cognitive Impairment subtype

Measure N,
mean+/−
S.D.,
(range)

Vascular
cognitive
impairment,
no dementia
(VCI-ND)

Vascular
dementia
(VaD)

Mixed
Alzheimer's
disease/vascular
dementia
(AD/VaD)

ANOVA,
P value

MMSE 45,−2.1+/−4.9
(−20−5)

39,−2.8+/−4.0
(−14−4)

56,−4.4+/−4.6
(−18−4)

0.034

DAD 63,−3.2+/−10.8
(−34−19)

59,−6.0+/−8.7
(−26−14)

72,−8.5+/−8.9
(−30−13)

0.005

FAST 71, 0.5+/−1.5
(−3−5)

63, 0.5+/−0.9
(−3−2)

64, 0.7+/−0.8
(−2−3)

0.660

FRS-SB 76, 2.9+/−6.6
(−16−22)

68, 3.0+/−5.2
(−10−20)

79, 4.4+/−5.0
(−10−20)

0.196
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diagnosis who progress, versus those who improve or show
little change. In comparison to people with NCI, people with
all subtypes of VCI are significantly likely to worsen, as are
people with AD (Fig. 2). For each measure, save the FAST,
the proportion who progress is highest amongst those with
VaD or mixed AD/VaD, and least for those with VCI-ND.

3.4. Incident problems in executive function, behavioural
symptoms and progression of mood symptoms

Incident behavioural symptoms were common. For
example, in those with a baseline diagnosis of NCI,
behavioural problems were identified in one third. The
proportion was much larger in people with VCI (55%) and
with AD (55%) (χ2 =25.0, pb0.001). For each diagnostic
group, the most common findings were disturbances in
judgment (31% of those with VCI and 22% of those with
AD) and other aspects of executive function (39% of those
with VCI and 39% of those with AD). Incident hallucina-
tions and delusions were reported in only one person with
NCI at baseline, versus 10% in those with VCI and 7% in
those with AD. Between the various VCI subgroups, fewer
people with VCI-ND (43%) reported new onset behavioural
symptoms than did people with VCI who met dementia
criteria (64%; χ2 =13.0, pb .01). Progression of impaired
judgment was more common in people with VCI (15%) than
Table 2
Outcomes in people with NCI (stages 1,2, N=125) or VCI (stages 3–7,
n=229) by Functional Assessment Staging Tool stage at baseline

FAST stage n (mean±S.D.) ΔMMSE ΔDAD ΔFRS

1 Normal adult −0.6+/−1.4 −1.0+/−4.9 0.7+/−2.1
2 Normal adult, subjective

complaints
−0.2+/−2.2 −1.7+/−5.3 1.2+/−3.9

3 Possibly incipient
dementia

−2.8+/−4.8 −6.1+/−10.1 4.8+/−6.4

4 Mild dementia −3.3+/−4.6 −7.4+/−8.6 4.2+/−5.3
5 Moderate dementia −4.2+/−5.0 −9.3+/−7.7 3.3+/−4.1
6/7 Moderately severe/

terminal dementia
−1.9+/−3.8 −5.9+/−7.7 1.0+/−3.5
in those without cognitive impairment (3.6%) but similar to
those with Alzheimer's disease (11%).

Progression of depressive symptoms was more likely in
people with VCI (30%) than in those with either NCI (12%)
or AD (15%; χ2 =10.3, pb0.01). There were no significant
differences in progression of depressive symptoms between
VCI subtypes.

4. Discussion

This report from the clinic-based, multi-centre CIVIC
cohort study offers three contributions to the empirical un-
derstanding of VCI. VCI, and each of its subtypes, including
VaD, showed readily detectable clinical evidence of disease
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progression. Progressionwas least in peoplewithVCI-ND and
greatest in those withVaD; people withmixedVaD/AD tended
to have outcomes similar to those with AD. Depressive
symptomswere bothmore common inVCI, andmore likely to
progress, than in NCI or AD, without significant differences in
VCI subtype. Clinical evidence of executive dysfunction,
while common in VCI, was just as prevalent in AD.

Our datamust be interpretedwith caution. TheCIVIC study
is based in tertiary carememory clinics, not in stroke clinics, so
its generalizability to that setting is not clear. Neither is it
population based. The study built on usual care, and relied
chiefly on computerized tomography, so we cannot make
neuroimaging correlationswith the same precision afforded by
MRI, and thus have restricted ourselves to what is readily,
clinically identifiable in a group of people in whom the
contribution of neuroimaging is restricted to diagnosis [7].
Similarly, we do not have routine neuropsychological testing.
The usual care designwas critical to having us understand how
VCI is diagnosed in daily practice. Although one quarter of our
patients were lost to follow-up, most of those came from a
single centre, and we have been careful to characterize and
compare those for whom we do and do not have follow-up
data. The minor differences between those studied and those
lost to follow-up appear to reflect a centre effect, rather than a
systematic bias in our estimates.

Our sample size of 229 people with VCI with complete
data is too small to detect subtle differences, but does have
adequate power for effect sizes in larger than 0.35, which
would be readily detectable by experienced clinicians.[43] In
consequence, effects demonstrated here are large enough to
reflect clinically meaningful differences between VCI, NCI
and AD, as well as within VCI subgroups.

That progression was noted in all VCI subgroups, including
VaD, is of interest. It contrasts with the common experience of
stabilization over a six month period in the placebo arm of VaD
clinical trials. [44,45] Stabilization in those trials, compared
with clear progression here, might reflect that the usual six
months' clinical trial duration is too short an interval and/or that
the careful monitoring of vascular risk factors mandated in
clinical trials is more stabilizing than routine care. Alternatively,
the progression may indicate that strict application of the
NINDS-AIREN criteria, [26] which have dominated the
clinical trials, and which in the CIVIC study had a sensitivity
of only 10%, [6] select a group less inclined to progress. The
CIVIC experience with progression is more in accordance with
what has been described in population studies [18] in which
VCI is clearly not benign. The data on progression by stage also
offer the pragmatic insight that manymeasureswhich are useful
in verymild tomoderate VCI have floor effects as the condition
produces severe cognitive and functional impairment.

Depressive symptoms were more common in VCI, and
more likely to progress, than in people with NCI or with AD,
reaffirming the importance of the frontal/subcortical ische-
mia described in VCI, especially in relation to depressive
symptoms. [46] It also suggests the need for careful study of
depressive symptoms as part of VCI, rather than excluding
such patients from drug studies. Notably too, progression of
affective symptoms in VCI appears to support the notion of
“vascular depression”[55] presenting clinically as a ”depres-
sion–executive dysfunction syndrome of late life”[56] That
disturbances in judgment and other aspects of executive
function were seen in all VCI subtypes confirms other work
[47–52]. We suggest that executive dysfunction might be no
more common in VCI than in AD. In consequence, we must
be cautious against making the executive dysfunction claim
in VCI as exclusive to VCI. Although without standardized
tests of executive function this suggestion is preliminary, it
supports other observations that executive dysfunction is
what makes any cognitive disorder disabling. [53,54]

Coupled with other CIVIC reports, [6,7,57,58] a picture of
how VCI is diagnosed emerges. In general, the CIVIC
physicians considered cognitive, functional and behavioural
disorders to diagnose cognitive impairment syndromes. To
assign a cause of the specific syndrome they considered
vascular risk factors, (e.g. hypertension, dyslipidemia) clinical
features that favour a vascular etiology (e.g. sudden onset,
lateralized signs) and neuroimaging (chiefly CT) features. The
presence of many vascular risk factors favours a VCI
diagnosis, but recognizing that vascular risk factors are also
risks for AD, vascular risk factors alone are not sufficient.
Operationally, it appears therefore that vascular risk factors
were mostly considered negatively — i.e. without vascular
risk factors, a VCI diagnosis is less likely, unless the clinical
and neuroimaging features are suggestive; for example, if only
the latter, a ‘mixed’ dementia diagnosis is most likely.
Similarly, in the absence of neuroimaging features, a VCI
diagnosis is unlikely, unless the clinical features strongly
suggest it. (Note that this proposal to allow a diagnosis of
mixed dementia by either clinical or neuroimaging features is
in keeping with other recommendations [59,60]). By contrast,
clinical evidence of executive dysfunction seems to be a
feature of dementia in general, and not specifically ofVCI. The
CIVIC data therefore suggest both that clinicians combine a
probabilistic reckoning of risk factor, clinical, and imaging
features to make a VCI diagnosis, and that such an approach
identifies patients with recognizable characteristics and with
distinct outcomes. The CIVIC data are therefore poised to
contribute to the review of VaD criteria now under way in
many quarters.
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